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COMPLEX K3 SURFACES CONTAINING
LEVI-FLAT HYPERSURFACES
Takayuki Koike
Abstract
We show the existence of a complex K3 surface X which is not a Kummer surface
and has a one-parameter family of Levi-flat hypersurfaces in which all the leaves
are dense. We construct such X by patching two open complex surfaces obtained as
the complements of tubular neighborhoods of elliptic curves embedded in blow-ups
of the projective planes at general nine points.
1 Introduction
A real hypersurface M in a complex manifold X is said to be Levi-flat if it admits
a foliation of real codimension 1 whose leaves are complex manifolds holomorphically
immersed into X . We shall show the following:
Theorem 1.1. There exists a K3 surface X which is not a Kummer surface and has
a one-parameter family of Levi-flat hypersurfaces in which all the leaves are dense.
More precisely, we will construct a K3 surface (i.e. a compact simply-connected 2-
dimensional complex manifold with trivial canonical bundle) X which is not a Kummer
surface and has an open complex submanifold V ⊂ X with the following property: there
exists an elliptic curve E, a non-torsion flat line bundle F → E, and two positive numbers
a < b such that V is biholomorphic to {x ∈ F | a < |x|h < b}, where h is a fiber metric
on F with zero curvature. The Levi-flat hypersurfaces in Theorem 1.1 are given by the
hypersurfaces corresponding to {x ∈ F | |x|h = t} for a < t < b. Note that Kummer
surfaces with such an open subset V can be constructed in a simple manner. Actually, the
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Kummer surface constructed from an abelian surface A has such V as an open complex
submanifold if A includes V .
Each leaf of the Levi-flat hypersurface {x ∈ F | |x|h = t} is biholomorphic to the
complex plane C or C∗ := C \ {0} for each a < t < b. Therefore, by considering the
universal covering of a leaf, we have the following:
Corollary 1.2. There exists a K3 surface X which is not a Kummer surface and
admits a holomorphic map f : C→ X such that the Euclidean closure of the image f(C)
is a compact real hypersurface of X. In particular, the Zariski closure of f(C) coincides
with X, whereas the Euclidean closure of f(C) is a proper subset of X.
In the present paper, we will construct a K3 surface X by patching two open com-
plex surfaces obtained as the complements of tubular neighborhoods of elliptic curves
embedded in blow-ups of the projective planes P2 at general nine points. The outline
of the construction is as follows: Let S be the blow-up of P2 at certain nine points
Z := {p1, p2, . . . , p9} ⊂ P2 and C ⊂ S be the strict transform of the elliptic curve in P2
which includes Z. Denote by M the complement of a tubular neighborhood of C in S.
Let S ′, C ′, and M ′ be those constructed from another appropriate nine points configura-
tion Z ′ := {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′9} ⊂ P2. We construct X by patching M and M ′. In order to
patch them holomorphically, one needs to choose Z and Z ′ in a suitable manner. For this
purpose, we show the following:
Theorem 1.3. Let C, S,M,C ′, S ′, and M ′ be as above. Assume that C and C ′ are
biholomorphic, the normal bundles NC/S of C and NC′/S′ of C
′ satisfy NC/S ∼= N−1C′/S′,
and that NC/S satisfies the Diophantine condition. Then one can patch M and M
′ holo-
morphically. The resulting complex surface is a K3 surface.
See §2.3 for the Diophantine condition. We apply Arnol’d’s Theorem [A] on a neigh-
borhood of an elliptic curve to show Theorem 1.3. This patching construction based on
Arnol’d’s Theorem is also used in [T] to study complex structures on S3 × S3. Note that
our construction can be regarded as a special case of the gluing construction studied in
[D] (see [D, Example 5.1]). A main difference between our construction and the gluing
construction by Doi is that, in our construction, one need not to deform the complex
structures of M and M ′ to patch together. In particular, one can regard M and M ′ as
holomorphically embedded open complex submanifolds of the resulting K3 surface in our
construction.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In §2, we collect some fundamental facts
on the Picard variety of an elliptic curve, the cohomology Hq(S, TS) of a blow-up S of
P2, and Arnol’d’s theorem. In §3, we show Theorem 1.3 and explain the details of the
construction of X . In §4, we investigate the deformation of X . In §5, we show that X
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is not a Kummer surface if one choose Z and Z ′ appropriately. Here we show Theorem
1.1 and Corollary 1.2. In §6, we show a relative variant of Arnol’d’s Theorem, which is
needed in §4.
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2 preliminaries
2.1 The universal line bundle on C × Pic0(C)
Let C be a smooth elliptic curve. Fix a base point p ∈ C. In this subsection, we identify
Pic0(C) with C via the isomorphism C ∋ q 7→ OC(q − p) ∈ Pic0(C). Denote by D1
the prime divisor {(q, q) ∈ C × C | q ∈ C} and by D2 the prime divisor {p} × C of
C × Pic0(C) = C × C. Set L := OC×C(D1 − D2) and regard it as a line bundle on
C × Pic0(C).
Proposition 2.1. Let T be a complex manifold and N be a holomorphic line bundle
on C×T . Assume that N|C×{t} is flat (i.e. N|C×{t} ∈ Pic0(C×{t})) for all t ∈ T . Then,
there uniquely exists a holomorphic map i : T → Pic0(C) such that (idC × i)∗L = N .
Proof. As the map i needs to map a point t ∈ T to the point which corresponds to
N|C×{t}, the uniqueness is clear. Therefore, all we have to do is to show the existence
of such a holomorphic map i. It is sufficient to construct this map i by assuming T is
a sufficiently small open ball centered at 0 ∈ Cn. In what follows, we denote by Ct the
submanifold C × {t} and by Nt the line bundle Nt := N|Ct for each t ∈ T . Fix q0 ∈ C
such that N0 = OC0(q0 − p0), where p0 := (p, 0). Consider the restriction map H0(C ×
T,N ⊗ Pr∗1OC(p)) → H0(C0, N0 ⊗ OC0(p0)) = H0(C0,OC0(q0)), where Pr1 : C × T → C
is the first projection. As it is easily observed, this map is surjective (Use, for example,
Nadel’s vanishing theorem to H1(C ×T,OC×T (−C0)⊗N ⊗Pr∗1OC(p))). Therefore, there
exists a holomorpchic section F : C × T → N ⊗ Pr∗1OC(p) such that the zero divisor of
F |C0 : C0 → OC0(q0) is equal to {q0}. This means that the zero divisor D := div(F ) of F
transversally intersects C0 at only the point q0. Thus we may assume that D is a prime
divisor and transversally intersects Ct at only one point, say qt ∈ Ct, by shrinking T if
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necessary. By the implicit function theorem, the map t 7→ qt defines a holomorphic map
i : T → C. As it hold as divisors that (idC × i)∗D1 = D and (idC × i)∗D2 = {p} × T , the
proposition follows.
In what follows, we call this line bundle L the universal line bundle on C × Pic0(C).
2.2 The cohomology of the tangent bundle of a blow-up of P2 at
general points
Fix an integer N ≥ 4 and distinct N points Z := {p1, p2, . . . , pN} in P2. Denote by S the
blow-up of P2 at Z. In this subsection, we compute the cohomology groups Hq(S, TS),
where TS is the tangent bundle of S. By the simple computation, we obtain the short exact
sequence 0 → pi∗TS → TP2 → j∗NZ/P2 → 0, where pi : S → P2 is the blow-up morphism
and j : Z → P2 is the inclusion. This short exact sequence induces the following long
exact sequence
0 → H0(P2, pi∗TS)→ H0(P2, TP2)→ H0(P2, j∗NZ/P2)(1)
→ H1(P2, pi∗TS)→ H1(P2, TP2)→ 0→ H2(P2, pi∗TS)→ H2(P2, TP2).
From this exact sequence, we have the following:
Lemma 2.2. Assume that N ≥ 4 and Z includes four points in which no three points
are collinear. Then it holds that H0(S, TS) = 0, dimH
1(S, TS) = 2N−8, and H2(S, TS) =
0.
Proof. As it follows from Euler’s short exact sequence that H0(P2, TP2) ∼= C8 and
Hq(P2, TP2) = 0 (q > 0), one can deduce from the exact sequence (1) that H
2(S, TS) =
0 and dimH1(S, TS) = dimH
0(S, TS) + 2N − 8 (note that here we use the vanishing
Rqpi∗TS = 0 for each q > 0 to see H
q(P2, TP2) ∼= Hq(S, TS)). Again by the exact sequence
(1) , it is sufficient for proving H0(S, TS) = 0 to show the restriction H
0(P2, TP2) →
H0(P2, j∗NZ/P2) is injective, which can be shown by a simple computation when Z includes
four points in which no three points are collinear.
2.3 Arnol’d’s Theorem on a neighborhood of an elliptic curve
A flat line bundle L on an elliptic curve C is said to satisfy the Diophantine condition
if − log d(IC , Ln) = O(logn) as n → ∞, where d is an invariant distance of Pic0(C) and
IC is the holomorphically trivial line bundle on C (see also [U, §4.1]). This condition is
independent of the choice of an invariant distance d. Note that the set of all elements of
Pic0(C) which satisfy the Diophantine condition is a subset of Pic0(C) with full Lebesgue
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measure, despite the fact that this set is the union of a countable number of nowhere
dense Euclidean closed subsets of Pic0(C) (see also [A, Proposition 4.3.1]).
In §3, we use the following Arnol’d’s theorem for constructing K3 surfaces.
Theorem 2.3 (=[A, Theorem 4.3.1]). Let S be a non-singular complex surface and
C ⊂ S be a holomorphically embedded elliptic curve. Assume that NC/S satisfies the
Diophantine condition. Then there exists a tubular neighborhood W of C in S which is
isomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero section in NC/S.
When the normal bundle NC/S does not satisfy the Diophantine condition, C does not
necessarily admit such a neighborhood W of C in S as in Theorem 2.3. Indeed, it follows
from Ueda’s classification [U, §5] that Ueda’s obstruction class un(C, S) ∈ H1(C,N−nC/S)
needs to vanish for all n ≥ 1 if there exists such a neighborhood W as in Theorem 2.3.
Ueda also showed the existence of an example of (C, S) with no such a neighborhood
W for which all the obstruction classes un(C, S)’s vanish [U, §5.4]. In this context, the
following is one of the most interesting questions.
Question 2.4. Fix a smooth elliptic curve C0 ⊂ P2 and take general nine points
Z := {p1, p2, . . . , p9} ⊂ C0. Let S := BlZP2 be the blow-up of P2 at Z and C ⊂ S be
the strict transform of C0. Is there a nine points configuration Z such that NC/S is non-
torsion and C does not admit a tubular neighborhood W of C in S which is isomorphic
to a neighborhood of the zero section in NC/S?
Note that, in this example, all the obstruction classes un(C, S)’s vanish for any nine
points configuration Z (see [N, §6]). See also [B] for this example.
3 Construction of X and Proof of Theorem 1.3
Fix a smooth elliptic curve C0 ⊂ P2 and take general nine points Z := {p1, p2, . . . , p9} ⊂
C0. In what follows, we always assume that Z is sufficiently general so that Z includes four
points in which no three points are collinear, and that the line bundle L0 := OP2(3)|C0 ⊗
OC0(−p1 − p2 − · · · − p9) ∈ Pic0(C0) satisfies the Diophantine condition. Note that such
a nine points configuration actually exists, because almost every Z ∈ (P2)9 satisfies these
conditions in the sense of Lebesgue measure (see also §2.3). Let S := BlZP2 be the blow-
up of P2 at Z and C ⊂ S be the strict transform of C0. Fix another smooth elliptic curve
C ′0 ⊂ P2 and nine points Z ′ = {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′9} ⊂ C ′0 such that there exists an isomorphism
g : C ′0
∼= C0 and that OP2(3)|C′0 ⊗OC′0(−p′1− p′2−· · ·− p′9) is isomorphic to L−10 via g. Let
S ′ := BlZ′P
2 be the blow-up of P2 at Z ′ and C ′ ⊂ S ′ be the strict transform of C ′0.
Now we have two models (S, C) and (S ′, C ′) as we described in §1. These satisfy the
assumption in Theorem 1.3.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3
As NC/S(= L0) satisfies the Diophantine condition, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that there
exists a tubular neighborhood W of C such that W is biholomorphic to a neighborhood
of the zero section in NC/S. Therefore, by shrinking W and considering the pull-back of
an open covering {Uj} of C by the projection W → C, one can take an open covering
{Wj} of W and a coordinate system (zj , wj) of each Wj which satisfies the following four
conditions: (i) Wj is biholomorphic to Uj × ∆R, where ∆R := {w ∈ C | |w| < R}, (ii)
Wjk is biholomorphic to Ujk × ∆R, where Wjk := Wj ∩Wk and Ujk := Uj ∩ Uk, (iii) zj
can be regarded as a coordinate of Uj and wj can be regarded as a coordinate of ∆R, and
(iv) (zk, wk) = (zj +Akj, tkj ·wj) holds on Wjk, where Akj ∈ C and tkj ∈ U(1) := {t ∈ C |
|t| = 1}. Note that one can use any positive number for the constant R > 0 by rescaling
wj’s. In what follows, we always assume that R > 1.
Denote by U ′j the subset of C
′ defined by g−1(Uj) (here we are regarding g as a
morphism from C ′ to C via the natural isomorphisms C0 ∼= C and C ′0 ∼= C ′). Then {U ′j}
is an open covering of C ′. We use the function z′j := zj ◦ g as a coordinate of U ′j for
each j. Again by Theorem 2.3, one can take a tubular neighborhood W ′ of C ′ in S ′, an
open covering {W ′j} of W ′, and a coordinate system (z′j , w′j) of each Wj which satisfies
the following four conditions: (i)′ W ′j is biholomorphic to U
′
j × ∆R′ (R′ > 1), (ii)′ W ′jk
is biholomorphic to U ′jk × ∆R′ , (iii)′ z′j is the coordinate of U ′j as above and w′j can be
regarded as a coordinate of ∆R′ , and (iv)
′ (z′k, w
′
k) = (z
′
j + Akj, t
−1
kj · wj) holds on W ′jk,
where Akj and tkj are the same constants as in the above condition (iv).
Set W ∗ :=
⋃
jW
∗
j , where W
∗
j := {(zj , wj) ∈ Wj | 1/R′ < |wj| < R} and regard it as
a subset of S. Denote by M the connected component of S \W ∗ which does not include
C. Define a holomorhic map f : W ∗ → W ′ by
f |W ∗j : (zj, wj) 7→ (z′j(zj , wj), w′j(zj, wj)) :=
(
g−1(zj), w
−1
j
) ∈ W ′j
on each W ∗j and regard W
∗ also as a subset of S ′ via this map f . Denote by M ′ the
connected component of S ′ \ W ∗(:= S ′ \ f(W ∗)) which does not include C ′. Then we
can patch M and M ′ by using the map f to define a compact complex surface X . In
what follows, we regard M,M ′, and W ∗ as open subsets of X . Note that the open subset
V := W ∗ ⊂ X satisfies the conditions as in §1.
Proposition 3.1. X is a K3 surface with a global holomorhic 2-form σ with
σ|W ∗j = dzj ∧
dwj
wj
on each W ∗j ⊂ X.
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Proof. As it easily follows from Mayer–Vietoris sequence associated to the open
covering {M,W} of S that H1(M,Z) = 0. Again by Mayer–Vietoris sequence associated
to the open covering {M,M ′} of X , we have that H1(X,Z) = 0. Therefore it is sufficient
to show the existence of a nowhere vanishing global holomorhic 2-form σ with σ|W ∗j =
dzj ∧ dwjwj on each W ∗j ⊂ X . As it holds that KS = −C, S admits a global meromorphic 2-
form η with no zero and with poles only along C. Define a nowhere vanishing holomorphic
function Fj on W
∗
j by
Fj :=
η
dzj ∧ dwjwj
.
Then the functions {(W ∗j , Fj)} glue up to define a holomorphic function F : W ∗ → C. By
the following Lemma 3.2, we have that F is a constant function F ≡ A ∈ C∗. Therefore it
follows that η|W ∗j = A · dzj ∧
dwj
wj
. Similarly, we obtain that a meromorphic 2-form η′ with
poles only along C satisfies η′|W ∗j = A′ · dzj ∧
dw′j
w′j
on each W ′j for some constant A
′ ∈ C∗.
As f ∗
dw′j
w′j
= −dwj
wj
, we have that −A−1 · η|M and (A′)−1 · η′|M ′ glue up to define a nowhere
vanishing 2-form σ on X , which shows the theorem.
Lemma 3.2. H0(W ∗,OW ∗) = C.
Proof. Let F : W ∗ → C be a holomorphic function. Take a real number r with
1/R′ < r < R and a point xr ∈ Mr :=
⋃
j{x ∈ W ∗j | |x| = r} which attains the maximum
value maxx∈Mr |F (x)|. Denote by L the leaf of the Levi-flat Mr with xr ∈ L. By the
maximum modulus principle for F |L and the density of L ⊂M , it follows that F |Mr ≡ A
for some constant A ∈ C. As {x ∈ W ∗ | F (x) = A} is an analytic subvariety of W ∗ which
includes a real three dimensional submanifold Mr, we have that {x ∈ W ∗ | F (x) = A} =
W ∗.
Theorem 1.3 follows from Proposition 3.1.
Remark 3.3. As it is easily seen from the construction above, we can replace the
condition “that C and C ′ are biholomorphic and NC/S ∼= N−1C′/S′” in Theorem 1.3 with the
following looser condition: there exists a biholomorphism N∗C/S
∼= N∗C′/S′ which maps the
connected component of the boundary of N∗C/S corresponding to the zero section of NC/S
to the connected component of the boundary of N∗C′/S′ corresponding to the boundary of
NC′/S′ , where N
∗
C/S and N
∗
C′/S′ are the complement of the zero section of NC/S and NC′/S′,
respectively.
For the open subset W ∗ ⊂ X , we have the following:
Proposition 3.4. Denote by Ŵ ∗r,r′ the subset {x ∈ L0 | 1/r′ < |x|h < r} for positive
numbers r > 1 and r′ > 1, where h is a fiber metric on L0 with zero curvature. Denote by i0
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the natural isomorphism Ŵ ∗R,R′ →W ∗(⊂ X). Then it holds that sup{r ≥ R | there exists
a holomorphic embedding ir,R′ : Ŵ
∗
r,R′ → X with ir,R′ |Ŵ ∗
R,R′
= i0} < ∞ and sup{r′ ≥ R′ |
there exists a holomorphic embedding iR,r′ : Ŵ
∗
R,r′ → X with iR,r′|Ŵ ∗
R,R′
= i0} <∞.
Proof. Take r ≥ R and r′ ≥ R′ such that there exists a holomorphic embedding
ir,r′ : Ŵ
∗
r,r′ → X with ir,r′|Ŵ ∗
R,R′
= i0. Then we can calculate to obtain that∫
X
σ ∧ σ ≥
∫
ir,r′(Ŵ
∗
r,r′
)
σ ∧ σ = 4pi ·
(∫
C
√−1ηC ∧ ηC
)
· log(rr′),
where σ is as in Proposition 3.1 and ηC is the holomorphic 1-form on C defined by
ηC |Uj = dzj on each Uj. Therefore we have an inequality
log r + log r′ ≤
∫
X
σ ∧ σ
4pi
∫
C
√−1ηC ∧ ηC
,
which proves the proposition.
Remark 3.5. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.4, we can show
the following statement on tubular neighborhoods of C in S: Denoting by Ŵr the subset
{x ∈ L0 | |x|h < r} and by iR the natural isomorphism ŴR → W ⊂ S, it holds that
sup{r ≥ R | there exists a holomorphic embedding ir : Ŵr → S with ir|ŴR = iR} <∞.
4 Deformation of X
Let C0, C
′
0, L0, Z = {p1, p2, . . . , pr}, Z ′ = {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′r}, and X be those in §3. The
construction of X in the previous section has some degrees of freedom: on the points
configurations Z and Z ′, and on the patching functions, even after fixing C0, C
′
0 and L0.
In this section, we investigate some of the deformation families constructed by considering
such degrees of freedom.
4.1 Deformation families constructed by changing the patching
functions
Let S, S ′, C, C ′,M,M ′,W,W ′, R, R′, g, and W ∗ be those in §3.
4.1.1 A deformation family corresponding to the change of the patching func-
tion w′j(zj , wj)
Here we fix the isomorphism g. Denote by AR′ the annulus {t ∈ C | 1 < |t| < R′} and by
W∗ the union ⋃jW∗j ⊂W×AR′ , whereW∗j := {(zj, wj, t) ∈ Wj×AR′ | |t|−1 < |wj| < R}.
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Denote by M the connected component of S×AR′ \W∗ which does not include C ×AR′ .
Define a holomorphic function F : W∗ →M′ :=M ′ × AR′ by
F |W∗j : (zj, wj, t) 7→ (z′j(zj , wj, t), w′j(zj , wj, t), t) :=
(
g−1(zj), R
′ · (t · wj)−1, t
)
on each W∗j , and regard W∗ also as a subset of M′ via this map F . Then we can patch
M and M′ by using the map F to define a complex manifold X . In what follows, we
regard M,M′, and W∗ as open subsets of X . The second projections Pr2 : M → AR′
and Pr2 : M′ → AR′ glue up to define a proper holomorphic submersion pi : X → AR′ . By
Proposition 3.1, we have that each fiber Xt := pi
−1(t) is a K3 surface. In what follows, we
fix a base point t0 ∈ AR′ .
Proposition 4.1. The Kodaira–Spencer map ρKS,π : TAR′ ,t0 → H1(Xt0 , TXt0 ) of the
deformation family pi : X → AR′ is injective.
Denote by θ1 the holormophic vector field on W
∗
t0
:= Xt0 ∩ W∗ defined by {(Xt0 ∩
W∗j , wj ∂∂wj )}, and by θ2 the holomorphic vector field defined by {(Xt0 ∩W∗j , ∂∂zj )}. Propo-
sition 4.1 follows from the following two lemmata.
Lemma 4.2. The image of ∂
∂t
∣∣
t0
by the Kodaira–Spencer map ρKS,π is given by [{(Mt0∩
M ′t0 , t
−1
0 ·θ1)}] ∈ Hˇ1({Mt0 ,M ′t0}, TXt0 ) as a Cˇech cohomology class, where Mt0 := Xt0 ∩M
and M ′t0 := Xt0 ∩M′.
Proof. Lemma directly follows from the computation
∂w′j(zj , wj, t)
∂t
∂
∂w′j
=
(
∂
∂t
R′
t
· w−1j
)
· ∂
∂w′j
= −t−1w′j
∂
∂w′j
= t−1 · wj ∂
∂wj
.
Lemma 4.3. The coboundary map H0(W ∗t0 , TW ∗t0 ) → H1(Xt0 , TXt0 ) which appears in
the Mayer–Vietoris sequence corresponding to the covering {Mt0 ,M ′t0} of Xt0 is injective.
See [I, II 5.10] for example for the Mayer–Vietoris sequence for an open covering.
Proof. By considering the Mayer–Vietoris sequence, it is sufficient to show that
H0(Mt0 , TMt0 ) = 0 and H
0(M ′t0 , TM ′t0
) = 0 hold. Take an element ξ ∈ H0(Mt0 , TMt0 ). As
ξ|W ∗t0 ∈ H0(W ∗t0 , TW ∗t0 ) and TW ∗t0 = θ1 · IW ∗t0 ⊕ θ2 · IW ∗t0 , it follows from Lemma 3.2 that
there exists an element (a1, a2) ∈ C2 such that ξ|W ∗t0 = a1 · θ1 + a2 · θ2. As it is clear
that both θ1 and θ2 can be extended to holomorphic vector fields on Wt0 := W × {t0},
it follows that there exists ζ ∈ H0(Wt0 , TWt0 ) such that ζ |W ∗t0 = ξ|W ∗t0 . By gluing ζ and
ξ, we obtain a global vector field ξ˜ ∈ H0(S, TS). By Lemma 2.2, we have that ξ˜ = 0.
Therefore we have that ξ = 0, which shows that H0(Mt0 , TMt0 ) = 0. Similarly we have
H0(M ′t0 , TM ′t0
) = 0.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. As the map Hˇ1({Mt0 ,M ′t0}, TXt0 )→ limU→ Hˇ1(U , TXt0 ) = H1(Xt0 , TXt0 )
is injective, Proposition 4.1 follows from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3.
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4.1.2 A deformation family corresponding to the change of the patching func-
tion z′j(zj, wj)
Denote by ∆ the disc {t ∈ C | |t| < 1}. Let g˜ : C → C be the isomorphism such
that pC ◦ g˜ = g ◦ pC′ holds, where pC : C → C and pC′ : C → C ′ are the universal
covers. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ∂
∂z
g˜(z) ≡ 1. Denote by g˜t the
automorphism of C defined by g˜t(z) := g˜(z) − t and by gt : C ′ → C the isomorphism
induced by g˜t for each t ∈ ∆. Let M := M × ∆, M′ := M ′ × ∆, W∗j := W ∗j × ∆
for each j, and W∗ := W ∗ × ∆. Let W ′j be the subset of W ′ := W ′ × ∆ defined by
W ′j := {(z′j , w′j, t) | z′j ∈ g−1t (Uj), |w′j| < R′, t ∈ ∆}. Define a holomorphic function
F : W∗ →M′ by
F |W∗j : (zj , wj, t) 7→ (z′j(zj , wj, t), w′j(zj, wj, t), t) :=
(
g−1t (zj), w
−1
j , t
) ∈ W ′j
on each W∗j . Regard W∗ also as a subset of M′ via this map F . Then we can patch M
and M′ by using the map F to define a complex manifold X . We regard M,M′, and
W∗ as open subsets of X . The second projections Pr2 : M→ ∆ and Pr2 : M′ → ∆ glue
up to define a proper holomorphic submersion pi : X → ∆. By Proposition 3.1, we have
that each fiber Xt := pi
−1(t) is a K3 surface.
Proposition 4.4. The Kodaira–Spencer map ρKS,π : T∆,0 → H1(X0, TX0) of the de-
formation family pi : X → ∆ is injective.
As in the previous subsection, we denote by θ2 the holomorphic vector field defined
by {(X0 ∩W∗j , ∂∂zj )}. Proposition 4.4 follows from the following:
Lemma 4.5. The image of ∂
∂t
∣∣
t=0
by the Kodaira–Spencer map is given by [{(M0 ∩
M ′0, θ2)}] ∈ Hˇ1({M0,M ′0}, TX0) as a Cˇech cohomology class, where M0 := X0 ∩M and
M ′0 := X0 ∩M′.
Proof. Lemma directly follows from the computation
∂z′j(zj, wj, t)
∂t
∂
∂z′j
=
(
∂
∂t
(g−1(zj) + t)
)
· ∂
∂z′j
=
∂
∂z′j
=
∂
∂z′j
gt(z
′
j) ·
∂
∂zj
=
∂
∂zj
.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, Proposition 4.4 follows from
Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5.
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4.2 A deformation family constructed by changing the nine points
configurations
Let C0, C
′
0, L0, Z = {p1, p2, . . . , pr}, Z ′ = {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′r}, S, S ′, C, C ′,M,M ′,W,W ′, R, R′, g,
and W ∗ be those in §3. In this subsection, we construct a deformation family correspond-
ing to the change of the nine points configurations Z (and Z ′) by fixing C0, C
′
0, L0 and g.
For simplicity, we also fix Z ′ and consider only the change of Z here.
Fix a sufficiently small open neighborhood Uν of pν in C0 for each ν = 1, 2, . . . , 8
and denote by T the product U1 × U2 × · · · × U8. In what follows, we regard t0 :=
(p1, p2, . . . , p8) as a base point of T . For each t = (q1, q2, . . . , q8) ∈ T , we define q(t) ∈ C0
by OP2(3)|C0 ⊗ OC0(−q1 − q2 − · · · − q8 − q(t)) ∼= L0. Let pi : S → T be a proper
holomorphic submersion from a 10-dimensional complex manifold S to T such that each
fiber St := pi
−1(t) is isomorphic to the blow-up of P2 at nine points q1, q2, . . . , q8, and
q(t) for each t = (q1, q2, . . . , q8) ∈ T . Such S can be constructed as the blow-up of
P2 × T along some submanifolds. Let C ⊂ S be the strict transform of C0 × T . Note
that pi|C = Pr2 : C0 × T → T holds via the natural isomorphism between C and C0 × T .
Denote by Ct the intersection St∩C for each t ∈ T . Then it follows from the construction
that NC/S |Ct = NCt/St ∼= L0 for each t. Therefore, by regarding NC/S as a holomorphic
line bundle on C0 × T , it follows from Proprosition 2.1 that there exists a holomorphic
map i : T → Pic0(C0) such that (idC0 × i)∗L ∼= NC/S holds, where L is the universal line
bundle on C0 × Pic0(C0). As it clearly holds that i(t) ≡ L0 ∈ Pic0(C0), we obtain that
NC/S ∼= Pr∗1L0. Then, we can apply the following relative variant of Arnol’d’s theorem to
our (C,S).
Theorem 4.6. Let pi : S → T be a deformation family of complex surfaces over a ball
in Cn, and C ⊂ S be a submanifold which is biholomorphic to C0 × T , where C0 is an
elliptic curve, and satisfies pi|C = Pr2 via this biholomorphism. Assume that NC/S ∼= Pr∗1L
holds for some line bundle L on C0 which satisfies the Diophantine condition. Then,
by shrinking T if necessary, there exists a tubular neighborhood W of C in S which is
isomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero section in NC/S .
See §6.1 for the proof of Theorem 4.6. Take W ⊂ S as in Theorem 4.6. By shrinking
W and considering the pull-back of an open covering {Uj × T} of C by the projection
W → C, we can take an open covering {Wj} of W and a coordinate system (zj , wj, t)
of each Wj which satisfies the following four conditions: (I) Wj is biholomorphic to
Uj ×∆R × T (R > 1), (II) Wjk is biholomorphic to Ujk ×∆R × T , (III) pi(zj, wj, t) = t
holds on each Wj , and (IV ) (zk, wk, t) = (zj + Akj, tkj · wj, t) holds on Wjk, where Akj
and tkj are as in the condition (iv) in §3. Denote by W∗ the union of W∗j ’s, where
W∗j := {(zj, wj, t) ∈ Wj | 1/R′ < |wj| < R}. Let M be the connected component of
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S \W∗ which does not contain C. Define a holomorphic function F : W∗ → S ′ := S ′ × T
by F (zj , wj, t) := (g
−1(zj), w
−1
j , t) ∈ W ′j := W ′j × T on each W∗j . By regarding W∗ as a
subset of M′ := M ′ × T via F , we patch M and M′ to construct a manifold X just as
in the previous section. The maps pi and pi′ := Pr2 : S ′ → T glue up to define a proper
holomorphic submersion P : X → T . By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition
3.1, we have that each fiber Xt := P
−1(t) is a K3 surface.
Proposition 4.7. If one choose Z = {p1, p2, . . . , p9} appropriately, the Kodaira–
Spencer map ρKS,P : TT,t0 → H1(Xt0 , TXt0 ) is injective.
Proof. First, consider an open covering {M0 := St0 ∩M, W0 := St0 ∩ W} of St0 .
By Mayer–Vietoris sequence for open coverings [I, II 5.10], we have a long exact sequence
H0(M0, TM0)⊕H0(W0, TW0)→ H0(W ∗0 , TW ∗0 )→ H1(St0 , TSs0 )→ H1(M0, TM0)⊕H1(W0, TW0),
where W ∗0 := M0 ∩W0. By the arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, it follows
that the map H0(W0, TW0)→ H0(W ∗0 , TW ∗0 ) is surjective. Therefore we have that the map
H1(St0 , TSt0 )→ H1(M0, TM0)⊕H1(W0, TW0) is injective.
By considering a real number R˜ slightly larger than R, we can take another open
neighborhood V of C in S and an open covering {Vj} of V which satisfies the above
conditions (I), (II), (III) and (IV ) after replacing R with R˜. Note thatW ⋐ V andWj ⊂
Vj for each j. By using sufficiently fine open covering {Uλ} of M\W and by regarding
{Uλ}∪{Vj} as a open covering of S, we can compute the Kodaira-Spencer map ρKS,π. Note
that the intersection of two of the elements of {Uλ}∪{Vj} is in the form of Vjk if it intersects
W. As the fiber coordinates of each Vjk do not depend on the coordinate t of T , it follows
by the definition of Kodaira–Spencer map that the composition of ρKS,π and the restriction
map H1(St0 , TSt0 )→ H1(W0, TW0) is the zero map. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 4.9
below that the composition r1 ◦ρKS,π is injective, where r1 : H1(St0 , TXt0 )→ H1(M0, TM0)
is the restriction map.
Next, let us consider an open covering {Uλ} ∪ {V∗j } ∪ {M′λ} of X , where V∗j :=
{(zj , wj, t) ∈ Vj | 1/R′ < |wj| < R˜} and {M′λ} is a sufficiently fine open covering of
M ′. Then it follows by the definition of Kodaira–Spencer map that the two morphisms
r1 ◦ρKS,π and r2 ◦ρKS,P coincide with each other, where r2 : H1(Xt0 , TXt0 )→ H1(M0, TM0)
is the restriction map. Therefore we have that ρKS,P is also injective, which proves the
proposition.
Remark 4.8. By the arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.7, it also follows by
the definition of Kodaira–Spencer map that the composition of ρKS,P and the restriction
map H1(Xt0 , TXt0 )→ H1(M ′0, TM ′0) is the zero map.
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Lemma 4.9. If one choose Z = {p1, p2, . . . , p9} appropriately, the Kodaira–Spencer
map ρKS,π : TT,t0 → H1(St0 , TSt0 ) is injective.
Proof. By Kodaira and Kuranishi’s theorem, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that St0
admits a Kuranishi family pi : S˜ → T˜ , where T˜ is a manifold of dimension 10 and pi
is complete and universal on each point of T˜ (See [V, Theorem 3.6.3.1], [H, Theorem
2.5], for example). Denote by S˜t the fiber pi
−1(t) for each t ∈ T˜ . We fix a base point
0 ∈ T˜ with S˜0 = St0 . By shrinking T if necessary, there uniquely exists a holomorphic
map f : T → T˜ with f(t0) = 0 and f ∗S˜ = S. Then it holds that ρKS,π = ρKS,π˜ ◦ Dt0f ,
where Dt0f : TT,t0 → TT˜ ,0 is the differential of f at t0 and ρKS,π˜ : TT˜ ,0 → H1(S˜0, TS˜0) =
H1(St0 , TSt0 ) is the Kodaira–Spencer map of pi : S˜ → T˜ . As ρKS,π˜ is an isomorphism (see
[V, Theorem 3.6.3.1] for example), it is sufficient to show the injectivity of Dt0f .
It follows from the following Lemma 4.10 that we may assume that f : T → T˜ is injec-
tive. Therefore, by proper mapping theorem, we can regard T as an analytic subvariety
of T˜ via f . Thus we may assume that t0 is a smooth point of the subvariety T ⊂ T˜ by
moving t0 slightly if necessary, which proves the injectivity of Dt0f .
Lemma 4.10. If one choose Z = {p1, p2, . . . , p9} appropriately, the morphism f : T →
T˜ as in the proof of Lemma 4.9 is injective on a neighborhood of t0.
Proof. Take two points t1, t2 ∈ T and assume that f(t1) = f(t2) holds. Denote
by Zν = {p(ν)1 , p(ν)2 , . . . , p(ν)9 } the nine points configurations corresponding to tν for ν =
1, 2. Then, as St1
∼= St2 , there exists a holomorphic automorphism ϕ : P2 → P2 with
ϕ(Z1) = Z2. From this observation, we obtain that it is sufficient to show the existence
of Z = {p1, p2, . . . , p9} (which includes four points in which no three points are collinear)
and a neighborhood Uλ of pλ in C0 for each λ = 1, 2, . . . , 9 which have the following
property: a holomorphic automorphism ϕ : P2 → P2 is the identity if there exists nine
points configurations Z1, Z2 ⊂
⋃9
µ=1 Uµ such that OP2(3)|C0 ⊗ OC0(−
∑9
µ=1 p
(ν)
µ ) ∼= L0
holds for each ν = 1, 2 and ϕ(Z1) = Z2.
Let Z1, Z2, and ϕ be as above. As L0 is non-torsion, we have that C0 is only the elliptic
curve in P2 passing through Zν for each ν = 1, 2. Therefore it follows that ϕ(C0) = C0. Let
{ψλ}Nλ=1 be the set of all holomorphic automorphisms of P2 which have C0 as a invariant
subset. Note that, as such a map ψλ must map an inflection point to an inflection point.
Thus, by considering four inflection points of C0 in which no three points are collinear,
we have that N ≤ 9 × 8 × 7 × 6 < ∞. Let Mλ be a 3 × 3 matrix corresponding to ψλ.
Denote by {eλ,µ}µ the set of all eigenvalues of Mλ. Then the set of all fixed points of ψλ
can be written as
⋃
µ
ker
Mλ −
 eλ,µ 0 00 eλ,µ 0
0 0 eλ,µ


 ⊂ P2,
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which is the union of finite linear subspaces of P2 of dimension less than 2 if ψλ is not the
identity. Therefore we have that the set Q :=
⋃
ψλ 6=idP2
{x ∈ C0 | ψλ(x) = x} is a finite
set.
Take p1 from C0\Q. Then, by taking a sufficiently small neighborhood U1 of p1, we may
assume that ψλ(U1) ∩U1 = ∅ for each ψλ 6= idP2 . Take p2, p3, . . . , p9 from C0 \
⋃
λ ψλ(U1).
Then we may assume that
⋃9
ν=2 Uν ∩ ψλ(U1) = ∅ for each ψλ by taking sufficiently small
U2, U3, . . . , U9. Then it holds that, for any q1 ∈ U1, ψλ = idP2 holds if ψλ(q1) ∈
⋃9
ν=1 Uν .
Finally we check the property above by using this choice of pν ’s and Uν ’s. Let ϕ : P
2 → P2
be a holomorphic automorphism and Z1, Z2 ⊂
⋃9
µ=1 Uµ be nine points configurations such
that OP2(3)|C0 ⊗ OC0(−
∑9
µ=1 p
(ν)
µ ) ∼= L0 holds for each ν = 1, 2 and ψ(Z1) = Z2. As we
have already seen, this ϕ must have C0 as an invariant set. Thus, ϕ = ψλ for some λ. As
ψ(p
(1)
1 ) ∈ Z2 ⊂
⋃9
µ=1 Uµ, we have that ϕ is the identity.
Remark 4.11. Each of the condition of t0 we considered in the proof of Proposition 4.7
is open condition in T . Therefore we can see that the Kodaira–Spencer map ρKS,P : TT,t →
H1(Xt, TXt) is injective for any point t ∈ T by shrinking T if necessary.
4.3 A deformation family corresponding to the change of both
the patching function and the nine points configurations
Fix C0, C
′
0, and L0. Take Z = {p1, p2, . . . , p9} and Z ′ = {p′1, p′2, . . . , p′9} appropriately
so that Proposition 4.7 holds. In this subsection, we use an 18-dimensional complex
manifold T := AR′ ×∆× U1 × U2 × · · · × U8 × U ′1 × U ′2 × · · · × U ′8 as a parameter space,
where ∆, AR′ and Uν are those in §4.1 and §4.2, and U ′ν is a neighborhood of p′ν in C ′0.
By combining the constructions of the deformation families as in §4.1 and §4.2, one can
naturally construct a deformation family pi : X → T and the subsets M,M′ ⊂ X such
that the following conditions hold: for each t = (t1, t2, q1, q2, . . . , q8, q
′
1, q
′
2, · · · , q′8) ∈ T ,
Mt and M
′
t are subsets of the blow-up of P
2 at {q1, q2, . . . , q8, q9} and {q′1, q′2, · · · , q′8, q′9}
respectively, and Xt is a K3 surface obtained by patching Mt and M
′
t by identifying the
point (zj , wj) ∈ Mt with the point (z′j(zj , wj), w′j(zj, wj)) :=
(
g−1t2 (zj), R
′ · (t1 · wj)−1
) ∈
M ′t , where Xt := pi
−1(t) is the fiber, Mt := M ∩ Xt, M ′t := M′ ∩ Xt, q9 ∈ C0 and
q′9 ∈ C ′0 are the points such that OP2(3)|C0 ⊗ OC0(−q1 − q2 − · · · − q8 − q9) ∼= L0 and
OP2(3)|C′0 ⊗ OC′0(−q′1 − q′2 − · · · − q′8 − q′9) ∼= L−10 , and (zj , wj)’s and (z′j , w′j)’s are the
coordinates near the boundary of Mt and M
′
t , respectively, with
1
|t1|
< |wj| < R, 1R′ <
|w′j| < R′, (zk, wk) = (zj + Akj, tkj · wj), and (z′k, w′k) = (z′j + Akj, t−1kj · w′j).
Proposition 4.12. By shrinking ∆, Uν’s and U
′
ν ’s, one have that the Kodaira–Spencer
map ρKS,π : TT,t → H1(Xt, TXt) of the deformation family pi : X → T is injective for all
t ∈ T .
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Proof. Denote by α and β the mapsH0(W ∗t , TW ∗t )→ H1(Xt, TXt) andH1(Xt, TXt)→
H1(Mt, TMt) ⊕ H1(M ′t , TM ′t), respectively, which appear in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence
for the open covering {Mt,M ′t} of Xt, where W ∗t = Mt ∩M ′t . It follows from Lemma 4.2
and Lemma 4.5 that there exist generators {θ1, θ2} of H0(W ∗t , TW ∗t ) such that ρKS,π( ∂∂t1 ) =
α(θ1) and ρKS,π(
∂
∂t2
) = α(θ2) hold. Thus we have from Lemma 4.3 and the exactness of the
sequence that these elements ρKS,π(
∂
∂t1
) and ρKS,π(
∂
∂t2
) are generators of the kernel of the
map β. Denoting by r1 : H
1(Mt, TMt)⊕H1(M ′t , TM ′t) → H1(Mt, TMt) the first projection
and by r2 : H
1(Mt, TMt) ⊕ H1(M ′t , TM ′t) → H1(M ′t , TM ′t) the second projection, one can
deduce from the argument in the proof of Proposition 4.7 that {r1 ◦ β ◦ ρKS,π( ∂∂qν )}8ν=1
are linearly independent, r2 ◦ β ◦ ρKS,π( ∂∂qν ) = 0, r1 ◦ β ◦ ρKS,π( ∂∂q′ν ) = 0, and that
{r2◦β ◦ρKS,π( ∂∂q′ν )}
8
ν=1 are linearly independent. Therefore we have that the images of
∂
∂t1
,
∂
∂t2
, ∂
∂qν
’s and ∂
∂q′ν
’s by ρKS,π are linearly independent, which shows the proposition.
In the above, we considered the deformation over an 18-dimensional space by fixing
C0, C
′
0 and L0. On the other hand, one can also consider the deformation obtained by
changing C0, C
′
0 and L0. However, at this moment we do not know the precise relationship
between such a deformation and the above one over an 18-dimensional space.
Question 4.13. What is the maximum dimension of a complex manifold T over which
there exists a deformation family pi : X → T whose fibers are K3 surfaces obtained by the
construction as in §3 such that the Kodaira–Spencer map ρKS,π : TT,t → H1(Xt, TXt) is
injective for all t ∈ T ?
5 Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. It is sufficient to show that the K3 surface X we
constructed in §3 can be a non-Kummer surface if we choose nine points configurations
appropriately. Main idea is to use the deformation family P : X → T as in Proposition 4.7.
As T is 8-dimensional manifold and the Kodaira–Spencer map of this family is injective,
it is naturally expected that T covers at least one non-Kummer point in the K3 moduli.
This heuristic observation is actually justified by the following proposition, which the
author learned from Dr. Takeru Fukuoka.
Proposition 5.1. Let P : X → T be a deformation family of K3 surfaces. Assume
that the Kodaira–Spencer map ρKS,P : TT → R1pi∗TX/T is injective. Then there exists t ∈ T
with ρ(Xt) ≤ 20− dimT , where Xt := P−1(t) and ρ(Xt) is the Picard number of Xt.
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Proof. Take a base point 0 ∈ T and denote by L the K3 lattice H2(X0,Z). Fix
a marking R2pi∗CX ∼= (LC)T , where LC := L ⊗ C. Consider a map V• : T → P(LC)
defined by t 7→ Vt := H0(Xt, KXt)⊥ for each t ∈ T , where we are regarding P(LC)
as the set of hyperplanes of LC. It follows from Torelli’s theorem that the map V•
is a locally closed embedding of T into P(LC). Therefore ImageV• is a locally closed
subvariety of P(LC) of dimension dimT . Define r : P(LC) → Z by r(V ) := rank(L ∩
V ). Note that r(Vt) = rank(H
2(Xt,Z) ∩ (H1,1(Xt,C) ⊕ H0,2(Xt,C))) = ρ(Xt) + 1
holds for each t ∈ T . Therefore the set {t ∈ T | ρ(Xt) < 21 − dimT} is rewritten
as V −1• ((ImageV•) \ {V ∈ P(LC) | r(V ) ≥ 22− dimT}). By Lemma 5.2 below, {V ∈
P(LC) | r(V ) ≥ 22 − dim T} is a countable union of (dimT − 1)-dimensional linear sub-
spaces of P(LC). Thus we obtain that {t ∈ T | ρ(Xt) < 21− dim T} 6= ∅.
Lemma 5.2. Let r : P(LC) → Z be as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. Then Fn :=
{V ∈ P(LC) | r(V ) ≥ n} is a countable union of (21− n)-dimensional linear subspaces of
P(LC) for each n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 21.
Proof. Set Λ := {M ⊂ L | M : sub module, rankM = n}. For M ∈ Λ and W ∈
P(LC/MC), it clearly holds that p
−1
M (W ) ∈ Fn, whereMC :=M⊗C and pM : LC → LC/MC
is the natural projection. Conversely, for each V ∈ Fn and a sublattice M ⊂ V of rank
n, we have V = p−1M (W ) by defining W := V/MC ∈ P(LC/MC). Therefore we obtain the
description
Fn =
⋃
M∈Λ
{p−1M (W ) |W ∈ P(LC/MC)}.
As Λ is countable and the map p−1M (−) : P(LC/MC) ∋ W 7→ p−1M (W ) ∈ Fn ⊂ P(LC) is a
linear embedding for each M , the lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let P : X → T be the deformation family as in Proposition 4.12.
Then it follows from Proposition 5.1 that one can take t ∈ T such that ρ(Xt) ≤ 20−18 <
16. As such Xt can never be a Kummer surface, the theorem follows.
5.2 Proof of Corollary 1.2
One can easily deduce the corollary by considering the universal covering of a leaf of a
Levi-flat hypersurface Mr ⊂ X in §3.
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6 A relative variant of Arnol’d’s Theorem
6.1 Proof of Theorem 4.6
In this section, we prove Theorem 4.6. Here we use the notations in §4.2. Fix a sufficiently
fine open covering {Uj} of C0 with #{Uj} < ∞ and a coordinate zj of Uj such that
zk = zj +Akj holds on each Ujk for some constant Akj ∈ C. As C0 is an elliptic curve, we
can take such coordinates by considering those induced by the natural coordinate of the
universal cover C. Fix also another open covering {U∗j } of C0 with #{U∗j } = #{Uj} such
that U∗j ⋐ Uj for each j. In the following proof of Theorem 4.6, we use the following:
Lemma 6.1 (=[U, Lemma 4]). Let M be a compact complex manifold, U = {Uj}Nj=1
an open covering of M , and U∗ = {U∗j }Nj=1 be an open covering of M such that U∗j ⋐ Uj
for each j. Then there exists a positive constant K = K(M,U ,U∗) such that, for any
flat line bundle E ∈ Hˇ1(U , U(1)) over M and for any 0-cochain f =∈ Cˇ0(U ,OM(E)), the
inequality
d(IM , E) · ‖f‖ ≤ K · ‖δf‖
holds.
Here we denote by ‖f‖ the value maxj supp∈Uj |fj(p) for each element f = {(Uj , fj)}j of
Cˇ0(U ,OM (E)), and by ‖g‖ := maxj,k supp∈Ujk |gjk(p)| for each element g = {(Ujk, gjk)}j,k
of Cˇ1(U ,OM (E)).
In what follows, we always assume that T is a sufficiently small open ball centered at
the base point 0 ∈ T . As NC/S ∼= Pr∗1L, there exists tjk ∈ U(1) for each j and k such
that N−1C/S = [{(Ujk × T, tjk)}] ∈ H1(C,O∗C). Take a neighborhood Vj of Uj × T and a
defining function wj of Uj × T in Vj. It is easily observed that we can choose wj such
that tjkwk = wj +O(w
2
j ) holds on each Vjk := Vj ∩ Vk. By fixing a holomophic extension
of the coordinate function zj on Uj to Vj, we first show the following lemma, which can
be regarded as a relative variant of Ueda’s theorem [U, Theorem 3] for elliptic curves.
Lemma 6.2. By shrinking T and Vj’s if necessary, one can take {(Vj, wj)} such that
tjkwk = wj holds on each Vjk.
Proof. By shrinking T if necessary, we can take a positive number Q > 0 such that
{(zj , wj, t) ∈ Vj | zj ∈ Uj ∩ U∗k , |wj| ≤ Q−1} ⊂ Vk for each j and k. Lemma 6.2 is shown
by the same argument as in the proof of [U, Theorem 3]. We will construct a new defining
function uj of C0 × T in Vj by solving a Schro¨der type functional equation
(2) wj = uj +
∞∑
ν=2
fj|ν(zj , t) · uνj
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on each Vj , where the coefficient functions {fj|ν}∞ν=2 are constructed inductively just in the
same manner as in [U, §4.2] so that the solution uj satisfies tjkuk = uj on each Vjk if exists.
Note that the Ueda’s obstructions classes automatically vanish in our configurations, since
H1(C0×T,Pr∗1L−n) = 0 for each n ≥ 1. Here we used the condition that L is non-torsion.
Moreover, by H0(C0 × T,Pr∗1L−n) = 0, we have that each coefficient function fj|ν is
constructed uniquely as a holomorphic function on Uj × T ).
Therefore, all we have to do is to show the existence of the holomorphic solution uj of
the functional equation (2). By the implicit function theorem, it is sufficient to construct
a convergent majorant series A(uj) = uj +
∑∞
ν=2Aν · uνj for the functional equation (2).
Such a majorant series A(X) can be constructed by the same argument as in [U, §4.6] as
the solution of the functional equation
∞∑
ν=2
d(IC0 , L
ν−1) · AνXν = K · M · A(X)
2
1−M · A(X) ,
where K = K(C0, {Uj}, {U∗j }) is the constant as in Lemma 6.1 and M is a positive
constant sufficiently larger than Q and maxj supVj |wj|. By Siegel’s technique [S] (see also
[U, Lemma 5]), the solution A(X) actually has a positive radius of convergence, which
proves the lemma.
In what follows, we always take a defining function wj of Uj × T in Vj as in Lemma
6.2. Next we will show the existence of a suitable extension of the coordinate function
zj : Uj ×T → C to Vj. For clarity, we will denote (not by zj as above, but) by ζj : Vj → C
the fixed extension of zj in what follows. We will show the following:
Lemma 6.3. By shrinking T and Vj’s if necessary, one can take a holomorphic function
ζj : Vj → C such that ζj|Uj×T = zj holds on on each Vj and ζk = ζj + Akj holds on each
Vjk.
Proof. Fix a local projection Pj : Vj → Uj × T with pi|Vj = Pr2 ◦ Pj for each j. We
use a function ζj := P
∗
j zj as an initial extension function of zj : Uj × T → C on each Vj.
In what follows, we denote by g(ζj, t) the function P
∗
j g for a function g : Uj → C. Then
the expansion of ζk by wj can be written as
ζk = Akj + ζj + f
(1)
kj (ζj, t) · wj + f (2)kj (ζj, t) · w2j + · · ·
on each on Vjk. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we will construct a new extension
uj of zj by the defining equation
(3) ζj = uj +
∞∑
ν=1
F
(ν)
j (ζj, t) · wνj
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on each Vj .
First we explain how to define {F (1)j }j . By adding three equations
ζk = Akj + ζj + f
(1)
kj (ζj, t) · wj +O(w2j ),
ζℓ = Akℓ + ζk + f
(1)
ℓk (ζk, t) · wk +O(w2k),
and
ζj = Aℓj + ζℓ + f
(1)
jℓ (ζℓ, t) · wℓ +O(w2ℓ )
on Vjkℓ and by considering the coefficients of wj in the both hands sides, we obtain the
equality f
(1)
kj (zj , t) + f
(1)
ℓk (zj , t) · t−1jk + f (1)jℓ (zj , t) · t−1jℓ = 0 on Ujkℓ × T . Therefore we have
that [{(Ujk × T, f (1)kj )}] defines an element of H1(C0 × T,Pr∗1L−1), which is equal to zero
as a group. Thus we can take a holomorphic function F
(1)
j on each Uj × T such that
F
(1)
j − t−1jk ·F (1)k = −f (1)kj holds on each Ujk×T . As it follows from H0(C0×T,Pr∗1L−n) = 0
that such functions are unique, it gives the definition of {F (1)j }. Note that, by using these
functions {F (1)j }, it clearly holds that the solution {uj} of the functional equation (3)
satisfies uk − uj = Akj +O(w2j ) on each Vjk after fixing {F (ν)j }ν≥2 in any manner.
Next we explain how to define F
(ν)
j for ν > 1 inductively. Assume that {F (ν)j } are
already determined for each ν ≤ n so that the following inductive assumption is satisfied.
(Inductive Assumption)n: The solution {uj} of the functional equation (3) satisfies
uk − uj = Akj +O(wn+1j ) on each Vjk after fixing {F (ν)j }ν>n in any manner.
Here we will construct {F (n+1)j } such that (Inductive Assumption)n+1 is satisfied. Let vj
be the solution of
ζj = vj +
n∑
ν=1
F
(ν)
j (ζj, t) · wνj .
Then, as we have that
−Akj + vk +
n∑
ν=1
F
(ν)
k · wνk = −Akj + ζk = ζj +
n+1∑
ν=1
f
(ν)
kj · wνj +O(wn+2j )
=
(
vj +
n∑
ν=1
F
(ν)
j · wνj
)
+
n+1∑
ν=1
f
(ν)
kj · wνj +O(wn+2j ),
we obtain the inequality
vk+
n∑
ν=1
F
(ν)
k (ζk, t)·wνk = vj+Akj+
n∑
ν=1
(
F
(ν)
j (ζj, t) + f
(ν)
kj (ζk, t)
)
·wνj+f (n+1)kj (ζk, t)·wn+1j +O(wn+2j ).
The coefficient of wνj in the expansion of the left hand side can be calculated to be equal to
Fk(zk, t) · t−νjk +h(ν)kj (zj , t), where we denote by h(ν)kj (zj , t) the function
∑ν−1
µ=1H
(µ)
kj,(ν−µ)(zj, t) ·
t−µjk defined by using the coefficient functions H
(ν)
kj,λ’s of the expansion
F
(ν)
k (ζk, t) = F
(ν)
k (ζk(ζj, wj, t), t) = F
(ν)
k (zk(zj, 0, t), t) +
∞∑
λ=1
H
(ν)
kj,λ(ζj, t) · wλ
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of F
(ν)
k by wj on Vjk. Note that hjk,ν(ζj, t) is determined only from {F (µ)j }µ<ν and does not
depend on the choice of {F (µ)j }µ≥ν . Therefore, we obtain from (Inductive Assumption)n
the equation
vk = vj + Akj +
(
−h(n+1)kj (ζj, t) + f (n+1)kj (ζj , t)
)
· wn+1j +O(wn+2j )
on each Vjk. By using this equation, it follows from just the same argument as in the
definition of {F (1)j }j that there uniquely exists a holomorphic function F (n+1)j on each
Uj × T such that F (n+1)j − t−n−1jk · F (n+1)k = h(n+1)kj − f (n+1)kj holds on each Ujk × T , by
which we define {F (n+1)j } (The assertion (Inductive Assumption)n+1 is easily checked by
construction).
Finally we show the convergence of the right hand side of the equation (3). We con-
struct a convergent majorant series A(X) =
∑∞
ν=1Aν ·Xν for the series
∑∞
ν=1 F
(ν)
j (ζj, t) ·
Xν . Take positive number M such that maxj supVj |ζj| < M . Assume that {Aν}ν≤n
satisfies maxj supUj×T |F (ν)j | ≤ Aν . Then, from the Cauchy–Riemann equality, it holds on
each Uj ∩ U∗k that
|h(n+1)kj − f (n+1)kj | ≤ |f (n+1)kj |+
n∑
ν=1
|H(ν)kj,(n+1−ν)| ≤ MQn+1 +
n∑
ν=1
AνQ
n+1−ν ,
of which the right hand side is equal to the coefficient of Xn+1 in the expansion of
M
∞∑
ν=1
QνXν +
(
∞∑
ν=1
AνX
ν
)
·
(
∞∑
λ=1
QλXλ
)
=
Q · (M + A(X)) ·X
1−QX .
From this observation and Lemma 6.1, it turns out that the series A(X) defined by the
functional equation
∞∑
n=1
d(IC0 , L
n) ·AnXn = 2K · Q · (M + A(X)) ·X
1−QX
is a majorant series of the series
∑∞
ν=1 F
(ν)
j (ζj, t)·Xν , where K = K(C0, {Uj}, {U∗j }) is the
constant as in Lemma 6.1. Thus it is sufficient to show the solution A(X) has a positive
radius of convergence.
Define a new power series B(X) = X+B2X
2+B3X
3+ · · · by B(X) := X+X ·A(X)
and B̂(X) = X + B̂2X
2 + B̂3X
3 + · · · by
∞∑
n=2
d(IC0 , L
n−1) · B̂nXn = 2KQ · (M + 1) · B̂(X)
2
1−QB̂(X) .
By Siegel’s technique [S] (see also [U, Lemma 5]), it follows that B̂(X) actually has a
positive radius of convergence. As
∞∑
n=2
d(IC0 , L
n−1) · BnXn = 2KQ · (M ·X +B(X)−X) ·X
1−QX ,
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we can show by the simple inductive argument that B̂ν ≥ Bν(= Aν−1) for each ν ≥ 2,
which proves the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Take a coordinate system (zj , wj, t) of each Vj such that {wj} is
as in Lemma 6.2 and {ζj} is as in Lemma 6.3. Define a map P :
⋃
j Vj → C0 × T
by p(ζj, wj, t) := (ζj, t) ∈ Uj × T on each Vj, which is well-defined by Lemma 6.3. By
regarding wj’s as fiber coordinates, we can naturally regard
⋃
j Vj as a open neighborhood
of the zero-section of NC/S , which proves the theorem.
6.2 More generalized variant
Theorem 4.6 can be shown not only in the case where C ∼= C0 × T and pi|C = Pr2 hold,
but also in the case where pi|C : C → T is a proper holomorphic submersion whose fibers
Ct := St ∩ C are elliptic curves:
Theorem 6.4. Let pi : S → T be a deformation family of complex surfaces over a
ball in Cn, and C ⊂ S be a submanifold such that pi|C is a deformation family of smooth
elliptic curves. Assume that d(ICt , N
n
Ct/St
) does not depend on t ∈ T for each n and
that the Diophantine condition − log d(ICt , NnCt/St) = O(logn) holds as n → ∞. Then,
by shrinking T if necessary, there exists a tubular neighborhood W of C in S which is
isomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero section in NC/S .
Note that, we have to choose the invariant distance d of each Pic0(Ct) appropriately
in order it to satisfy the condition that d(ICt , N
n
Ct/St
) does not depend on t ∈ T for each
n. A typical example of the configuration is as follows.
Example 6.5. Let τ(t) be a point in the upper half plane such that Ct ∼= C/〈1, τ(t)〉.
By choosing τ(t)’s appropriately, we may assume that τ is a holomorphic function. By
regarding Pic0(Ct) as Ct via the isomorphism C0 ∋ p 7→ OCt(p− [0]) ∈ Pic0(Ct), we define
an invariant distance d of each Pic0(Ct) by
d([0], [α + β · τ(t)]) := min{|α|, |1− α|}+min{|β|, |1− β|}
for each 0 ≤ α, β < 1, where [z] is the image of z ∈ C by the covering map C →
C/〈1, τ(t)〉 ∼= Ct. Take two algebraic irrational numbers α and β. Define a divisor D of
C by D ∩ Ct = [α + β · τ(t)] − [0]. Then, if the normal bundle NC/S is the line bundle
corresponding to D, then d(ICt , NnCt/St) does not depend on t ∈ T for each n and that the
Diophantine condition − log d(ICt , NnCt/St) = O(logn) holds as n→∞.
We can prove Theorem 6.4 by almost the same manner as the proof of Theorem 4.6.
Only the difficulty is the t-dependence of the constant K as in Lemma 6.1. In order to
overcome this difficulty, we use the following:
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Lemma 6.6. Assume that each Uj is a coordinate open ball. Then one can take a
constant K = K(M,U ,U∗) as in Lemma 6.1 such that K depends only on the number
N = #U and the maximum of the radii of U∗j ’s calculated by using the Kobayashi metrics
of Uj’s.
Lemma 6.6 follows directly from the improved proof of Lemma 6.1 we will describe in
§6.3, which the author learned from Prof. Tetsuo Ueda.
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Fix a sufficiently fine open covering {Uj} of C0 with #{Uj} < ∞
and a coordinate zj of Uj such that zk = zj + Akj holds on each Ujk for some constant
Akj ∈ C. We may assume that each Uj is a coordinate open ball. Fix also another open
covering {U∗j } of C0 with #{U∗j } = #{Uj} such that U∗j ⋐ Uj for each j. Then, by
shrinking T if necessary, we can regard C as a complex manifold which is obtained by
patching Uj × T ’s (or U∗j × T ’s) by using the coordinate transformations in the form of
zk = zj +Akj(t), where Akj is a holomorphic function defined on T with Akj(0) = Akj. It
follows from Lemma 6.6 that the constant K as in Lemma 6.1 can be taken as a constant
which is independent of the parameter t ∈ T . Then we can carry out the same argument
as in the previous subsection to obtain Theorem 6.4.
6.3 An alternative proof of Ueda’s lemma with effective con-
stant K
Here we describe a simple proof of Lemma 6.1, which the author learned from Prof.
Tetsuo Ueda. One of the most remarkable points in this proof is that the constant
K = K(M,U ,U∗) can be described explicitly. Actually, we will construct the constant K
so that the inequality
K < 1 + 2 ·
(
2
1− s
)N+2
holds, where s is the maximum of the constants sj’s in the following:
Lemma 6.7. Assume that each Uj is a coordinate open ball. For each j, there exists
a positive constant sj less than 1 which satisfies the following assertion: For any holo-
morphic function f : Uj → C with supz∈Uj |f(z)| < 1, if there exists a point z0 ∈ U∗j with
f(z0) = 0, then it holds that supz∈U∗j |f(z)| < sj. Moreover, we can take such sj so that it
depends only on the radius of U∗j calculated by using the Kobayashi metric of Uj.
Proof. Lemma follows from the Schwarz–Pick theorem-type property of the Kobayashi
metric.
Set L1 :=
2s
1−s
and L2 :=
1+s
1−s
. Then we have the following:
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Lemma 6.8. For any holomorphic function f : Uj → C with supz∈U |f(z)| < 1 and for
any points z1, z2 ∈ U∗j , we have the inequalities |f(z1) − f(z2)| ≤ L1 · (1 − |f(z1)|) and
1− |f(z2)| ≤ L2 · (1− |f(z1)|).
Proof. Set a := f(z1) and consider the Mo¨bius transformation T (w) :=
w−a
1−aw
. As
T ◦ f : Uj → ∆ maps the point z1 ∈ U∗j to 0, it follows from Lemma 6.7 that the modulus
|ζ | of ζ := T ◦ f(z2) is less than s (∆ ⊂ C is the unit disc). Therefore we have
|f(z1)− f(z2)| =
∣∣∣∣a− ζ + a1 + aζ
∣∣∣∣ = (1− |a|2)|ζ ||1 + aζ | < (1 + |a|)s|1 + aζ | · (1− |a|) < 2s1− s · (1− |a|),
which proves the first inequality.
The second inequality holds obviously when a = 0 holds. When a 6= 0, let us consider
the constant α := a
|a|
. Then, as it holds that 1 = |α− T−1(ζ) + T−1(ζ)| ≤ |α− T−1(ζ)|+
|T−1(ζ)|, we have
1− |f(z2)| ≤ |α− T−1(ζ)| =
∣∣∣∣ a|a| − ζ + a1 + aζ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |a|+ |a| · |ζ ||1 + aζ | · (1− |a|) ≤ 1 + s1− s · (1− |a|),
which proves the second inequality.
Denote by K1 the constant L1 ·L2 · (L2 +1)N , and by K2 the constant L2 · (L2 +1)N .
Then we have the following:
Lemma 6.9. For each j, points p, p′ ∈ U∗j , and any 0-cochain f = {(Uj, fj)}j ∈
Cˇ0(U ,OM (E)) with ‖f‖=1, the inequalities |fj(p)− fj(p′)| ≤ K1 · ‖δf‖ and 1 − |fj(p)| ≤
K2 · ‖δf‖ hold.
Proof. Take a positive constant ε (slightly) larger than ‖δf‖. Then |fj0(p0)| > 1 −
(ε − ‖δf‖) holds for some p0 ∈ Uj0. Take a chain of open sets U∗j1 , U∗j2, . . . , U∗jm such that
p0 ∈ U∗j1 and that U∗jµ ∩U∗jµ+1 6= ∅ holds for each 1 ≤ µ < m. We shall show the following
assertion: for each p, p′ ∈ U∗jm , the inequality |fjm(p) − fjm(p′)| ≤ L1 · L2 · (L2 + 1)m · ε
and 1− |fjm(p)| ≤ L2 · (L2 + 1)m · ε hold. Note that, as any Uj can be linked with Uj0 by
such a chain with length at most N = #U , Lemma 6.9 follows from this assertion.
The proof is by induction on m. First, we show the case of m = 1. As |fj0(p0)| =
|tj1j0fj0(p0)| ≤ |tj1j0fj0(p0) − fj1(p0)| + |fj1(p0)| ≤ ‖δf‖ + |fj1(p0)| holds, it follows from
Lemma 6.8 that
1−|fj1(p)| ≤ L2 · (1−|fj1(p0)|) ≤ L2 · (1−|fj0(p0)|+‖δf‖) < L2 · ((ε−‖δf‖)+‖δf‖) = L2 ·ε
holds for any p ∈ U∗j1 . Thus the second inequality follows. By Lemma 6.8,
|fj1(p)− fj1(p′)| ≤ L1 · (1− |fj1(p)|) ≤ L1 · L2 · ε < L1 · L2 · (L2 + 1) · ε
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holds for each p, p′ ∈ U∗j1 , from which we have the first inequality.
Next we show the case of m ≥ 2 by assuming the assertion for µ < m. Fix a point
pm ∈ U∗m−1 ∩ U∗m and take any p ∈ U∗m. Then, by the inductive assumption and the
inequality |fjm−1(pm)| ≤ |tjmjm−1fjm−1(pm) − fjm(pm)| + |fjm(pm)| ≤ ‖δf‖ + |fjm(pm)|, we
have that
1− |fjm(p)| ≤ L2 · (1− |fjm(pm)|) ≤ L2 · (1− |fjm−1(pm)|+ ‖δf‖)
≤ L2 · (L2 · (L2 + 1)m−1 · ε+ ‖δf‖) < L2 · (L2 + 1)m · ε,
from which the second inequality follows. The first inequality follows from this inequality
and Lemma 6.8.
SetK := max{1+2K1+2K2, 2K2}(= 1+2K1+2K2). We shall prove that this constant
K satisfies the property as in Lemma 6.1. Here we will use the invariant distance d as in
[U, §4.5]: i.e.
d(IM , E) := min
{(Uj ,tj)}j∈Cˇ0(U ,U(1))
max
j,k
|tjk · tk − tj |,
where {tjk} ⊂ U(1) is such that E = {(Ujk, tjk)} ∈ Zˇ1(U , U(1)). Note that d(IM , E) ≤ 2
follows by definition for any E.
We may assume that ‖f‖ = 1. When ‖δf‖ ≥ K−12 , we have that
d(IM , E) · ‖f‖ ≤ 2 ≤ 2K2 · ‖δf‖.
Therefore it is sufficient to show the Lemma by assuming that ‖δf‖ < K−12 . Take tjk ∈
U(1) such that E = {(Ujk, tjk)} ∈ Zˇ1(U , U(1)) and fix points qj ∈ U∗j and qjk ∈ U∗j ∩ U∗k .
By the assumption and Lemma 6.9, we have that 1− |fj(qj)| ≤ K2 · ‖δf‖ < 1. Therefore
fj(qj) 6= 0 for each j. Set t∗j := fj(qj)|fj(qj)| . Then we have that
|tjkt∗k − t∗j | ≤
∣∣∣∣tjk ( fk(qk)|fk(qk)| − fk(qk)
)∣∣∣∣ + |tjk(fk(qk)− fk(qjk))|+ |tjkfk(qjk)− fj(qjk)|
+ |fj(qjk)− fj(qj)|+
∣∣∣∣fj(qj)− fj(qj)|fj(qj)|
∣∣∣∣
≤ (1− |fk(qk)|) + |fk(qk)− fk(qjk)|+ ‖δf‖+ |fj(qjk)− fj(qj)|+ (1− |fj(qj)|)
holds. Thus Lemma follows from the definition of our invariant distance and Lemma
6.9.
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